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Old Bidjar Rug, 270 X 355 Cm, Hand-knotted Wool Circa 1920-1930 In Iran, In Very Good Condition 

3 750 EUR

Period : 20th century

Condition : Bon état

Material : Wool

Length : 355 cm - 140"

Width : 272  cm - 107"

https://www.proantic.com/en/1299321-old-bidjar-rug-270-x-3

55-cm-hand-knotted-wool-circa-1920-1930-in-iran-in-very-go

od-cond.html

Dealer

Winstein
 Antique & semi-antique rugs, objects from the world,

paintings, furniture

Tel : 00 33 (0)6 13 36 09 30

Mobile : 00 33 (0)6 13 36 09 30

La Tour - Rue des Remparts

Revest-du-Bion 04 150

Description

Unquestionably, Bidjar remain the most resistant

carpets, they are indestructible as the knotting is

dense and tight !

Persian Bidjar rug in wool from the Iranian

highlands, hand-knotted, 272 cm wide x 355 cm

long, circa 1920 - 1930 in very good condition.

The shaving of these wool rugs is so precise and

clean that the material is similar to silk, giving the

wool a beautiful shine and great softness.

Not far from Sanandaj, the region of finely

knotted Senneh carpets, is the small town of Bijar

which, with its surrounding villages, produces

what are undoubtedly the heaviest and strongest

carpets in Persia.

"Heavy and thick, Bijar rugs are difficult to

handle but sturdy for eternity.

" Our model has a classic decoration with a large



medallion, flowered with roses, and tied with a

beautiful scholarly decoration, closed with four

luminous blue and yellow spandrels.

The field presents all in fresh and luminous

shades a very elaborate carpet of stylized flowers,

palms, the finely knotted midnight blue borders,

adorned with nuances, such as currant, indigot

blue, and cream, yellow and almond green.....

Short fringed finish in good condition, the thick

velvet is particularly soft, the edges are

impeccable, finished with a small scarlet red

braid.

## Note the soft and fresh colors of this rug

which harmonize perfectly with the floral decor.

A durable, quality rug, which with its colors can

be placed anywhere in a house.

Carpet with very high traffic volume as the

knotting is dense and the wool is of high quality.

Go see our other Bidjar !

This rug has been professionally and eco-friendly

cleaned.

Dimensions: width: 272 cm (107") for a length of

355 cm (140").

FREE SHIPPING FOR FRANCE as for all of our

rugs !

Colissimo delivery against signature FRANCE

0EUR / EUROPE 100EUR / WORLD 200EUR

For more information you can contact me on 06

13 36 09 30 or by email:

winsteinprovence@gmail.com

www.winsteinprovence.com

COME VISIT US!

ref Winstein 1387


